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Synopsis 

The long time approach to statistical equilibrium of a spin system, isolated from 
the lattice vibrations, is studied, starting from the relaxation function of Kubo and 
Tomita. Only the behaviour of the longitudinal magnetization is considered. The 
formalism used is based on the fact that in general a coarse grained description of the 
behaviour of macroscopic variables is sufficient. For this purpose quantum-mechani- 
cal phase cells are introduced, which are characterized by the macro energy and the 
longitudinal magnetization. 

It is derived that in terms of these phase cells the asymptotic behaviour of the sys- 
tem is described by a first order differential equation, the so-called master equation. 
From this derivation the important condition follows that this master equation is 
only valid in the presence of eiiher a large magnetic field or a strong exchange inter- 
action between the spins. In investigating the relaxation function with the aid of the 
master equation use is also made of a linearity condition, which implies that the sys- 
tem is not far from statistical equilibrium. The result for the spin-spin relaxation 
time, computed in this way, disagrees with that of Caspers, but is the same as 
found by Hartmann and Anderson. Finally the theories of these authors on spin- 
spin relaxation are discussed. 

1. Introduction. The behaviour of the spin-spin relaxation of a paramag- 

netic system in strong fields and isolated from the lattice vibrations has 

been the subject of a controverse between the theory of Kr onig and B o uw- 

kampl), who predicted that the relaxation time should increase as a 
function of the constant external field and that of Broer2)3) who found 
a decrease. Recently several authorsd) 5) 6) have evaluated the relaxation 

time with more dynamical methods and confirmed, although qualitatively, 
the outcome of the theory of Kronig and Bouwkamp. 

The main aim of this paper is to evaluate the spin-spin relaxation time 
with the help of methods, which are used extensively in the statistical me- 
chanical theory of irreversible processes. In order to compute this charac- 
teristic time one may investigate the related problem of how an isolated 

spin system approaches internal equilibrium. The value, calculated by us 
in this way for the relaxation time, corresponds to that of Hart mann and 

Andersons), but differs from the result of Caspers6). Furthermore from 

- I- 
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our treatment it follows, that the outcome is not only valid for large fields, 
but also for weak and zero fields, provided the exchange interaction be- 
tween the paramagnetic ions is strong enough. 

Like Caspers we shall use the formalism of Kubo and TomitaT), the 
results of which are briefly given in section 2. In this linear theory an ex- 
pression is derived for the change of the total magnetic moment of the spin 
system, after a small magnetic field is suddenly switched off at t = 0. In 
this paper we shall only be interested in the behaviour of the longitudinal 
magnetization, while the small field is applied along the z-axis. The linear 
response to this field is given by the so-called relaxation function which 
becomes proportional to an autocorrelation function for high temperatures. 

Since the spin system consists of a very large number of particles, it is 
to be anticipated that the methods of statistical mechanics can be applied. 
The macroscopic behaviour of such a many particle system need only be 
described by a limited number of macroscopic quantities. Examples of these 
are the total energy and the longitudinal magnetization. The assumption, 
we shall make here, is that these are the only ones required to describe the 
behaviour of the magnetization along the z-axis. 

In section 3 the quantum-mechanical phase cell is introduced, the general 
definition of which has been given by Van K am pen 8). Subsequently the 
asymptotic behaviour of the autocorrelation function is studied in terms of 
these phase cells with the aid of the master equation and the assumption 
that the system is not far from statistical equilibrium. Section 4 deals with 
the derivation of the master equation for long times in the formalism of 
Ku bo and Tomi t a with certain assumptions with respect to the random- 
ness of the matrix elements of the non-secular perturbation. In conclusion 
a short discussion is given in the last section of the theories mentioned 
above. 

2. The relaxation fzmction. We consider here a perfect crystal at whose 
lattice sites identical paramagnetic ions with spin s = -& are situated. The 
particles are supposed to be fixed in space, a not unreasonable assumption 
in many crystals even at room temperature. This corresponds to the situ- 
ation that the spin system is isolated from the lattice, that is, the spin- 
lattice effects are neglected and accordingly the spin-lattice relaxation time 
is infinite. For simplicity we further confine ourselves to systems of ions 
having isotropic g-tensors. 

A constant magnetic field H is now applied along the z-axis. In addition 
to this field H we suppose there is a small external field h, which is suddenly 
switched off at t = 0. The linear response of the system to this change is 
given by the so-called relaxation tensor. Thus, if we assume that from 
t = - co to t = 0 the total applied field is equal to H + h and for t > 0 
to H, then the magnetic moment, if we restrict ourselves to the linear term 
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in h, is given by 
-- 
M(t) - M(a) = Q(t) . h (2.1) 

where M(t) designates the average total magnetic moment at the time t, 

M(o) the static magnetization in the presence of only the external field H 

and @(t) the relaxation tensor. 
Ku b o and Tomit a have derived a general formula for the relaxation 

tensor in terms of microscopic operators. This is given by the expression 

-~ 
@‘23(L) = $dl Tr {poM&~(t + ihiil)}-_BM~“) .Mf’) for t >, 0 

0 (2.2) 

(x0) $9 for t < 0. 

Here (xe)tj denotes the static susceptibility tensor and p = l/kT, k being 
the Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature of the lattice, with which 

the spin system is supposed to be in statistical equilibrium for t < 0. Mr 
is the i-th component of the total magnetic moment operator and Ml(z) 

the Heisenberg operator of MJ for any value of z, given by 

MA4 = 
eiZx”lfi M, e--iZ%/h, 

(2.3) 

where 2 is the total Hamiltonian of the system in the absence of the small 
field h. Furthermore pa in equation (2.2) designates the equilibrium density 

matrix 
pe = e-@*/Tr eeBP. (24 

The Hamiltonian 2 of the spin system is supposed to consist of a Zeeman 

term, dipole-dipole and exchange interaction, which are denoted by ZZ, 

Xd-d and Zez respectively 

3 = 2~ + xd-d + z&z. (2.5) 

The Zeeman energy is given by 

XZ = -HM3, (2.6) 

where MS is proportional to the total spin operator in the z-direction 

MS = gpo C G3. (2.7) 

In formula (2.7) S/s is the z-component of the spin operator of the j-th spin, 
g the gyromagnetic ratio and ,uo the Bohr magneton. 

The last two terms on the right hand side of (2.5) can be divided into a 
part Xr, the so-called secular term, which in the representation diagona- 
lizing Ma consists of all the matrix elements connecting the eigenstates 

with equal magnetization Ma, and the non-secular part Xrr 
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From the definition it follows directly that a sufficient condition for 
operator to be secular is that it commutes with Ms. Consequently we n 
that the exchange interaction contributes only to the secular part. 

The relaxation tensor (2.2) is of a rather complicated form. In m 
experimental situations, however, the temperatures are so high that t 

may expand (2.2) up to the first order in 8. With the aid of this apprc 
mation one obtains the simple result 

@t,(t) = @ Tr MtMj(t)/Tr 1 for t > 0. G 

Moreover in this same high temperature limit the only non-zero eleme 
of the static susceptibility (xa)ii = ~0 are given by 

c = MS + 1) (gpo)2/k, 

in which formula N is the number of spins in the system, C the Cur 
constant and s = 4. 

In this paper we shall confine ourselves only to the study of the behavic 
of @33(t) for large systems and under certain conditions on the Hamiltoni, 
which will be specified in the next section. 

3. Evaluation of the asymfitotic behav,iour of the autocorrelation funct 
with the aid of the master equation. In order to describe the irreversible ; 
preach of the spin system to statistical equilibrium after the turning 
of the constant external fieldh at t = 0, it is not necessary to know precisi 
in which microscopic state it is. Sufficient for that purpose is to specify I 

macroscopic state of the system, being characterized by a complete set 
slowly varying quantities, the so-called gross or macro observables. T 
corresponds to the well-known coarse grained description of the behavic 
of a many particle system. Possible gross observables of the spin syst’ 
are the macro energy and the magnetization. 

The rate of change of a physical quantity is quantum-mechanically gi\ 
by its commutator with 2, which yields for M3 

aM3 
__ - 

at 
- - I, [M3, SII], (3 

where %‘rr is the non-secular term, defined in the previous section. 7 
shall only be interested in those cases, that there is a clear-cut distinc’; 
possible between slowly and rapidly varying quantities. If this is not 5 

will not be possible to derive a markovian process for the long time appr’ 
to equilibrium. An obvious example of this is the case when the field 
zero and there is no exchange interaction. From (3.1) it follows that ME 
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slowly varying quantity provided that either the field H or the exchange 
interaction is large compared .to the non-secular term. Hence we shall 
confine ourselves to these cases. In a good approximation the macro energy 
can then be described by the unperturbed Hamiltonian 20. 

Since %a commutes with the z-component of the total magnetic moment 
operator Ss, a common orthonormal set of eigenfunctions can be found 
for these operators 

X0 I&cc> = E jEsa> 

.ss pc+ = s ph) 
(3.2) 

with 
<Esa IE’S’a’) = EEE,G~~,c?~~,. (3.3) 

Here E, s, U. designates a complete set of discrete quantum numbers and 
the b-functions represent the Kronecker symbols. 

When there are no other slowly varying observables, as will be assumed 
here, the quantum-mechanical phase cell, denoted by (E, s), consists of the 
linear subspace of the Hilbert space, spanned by the set of all eigenfunctions 
lEsu> with definite eigenvalues E and s. 

Since the trace is independent of any representation one uses, the auto- 
correlation function can be written out explicitly in terms of the set of 
eigenfunctions (3.2). One obtains readily 

with 

(twd 2 
<M3443(4) = Trl x p~,(s’)ss’ Pt(EsIE’s’) (3.4) 

B:, s 
E’, s’ 

1 
P$(EsIE’s’) = -____ It l<Esal e 

Pi&‘) a, a’ 

-itx/* IE’S’a’>12 

and where PE,(s’) is the number of the microscopic states IE’s’a’) in the 
phase cell (E’, s’). We have used in (3.4) the notation 

((A)) = TrA/Tr 1 

for the normalized trace of an operator A. With the help of (3.3) we find 
directly for the initial condition of (3.5) 

Pt=o(EsjE’s’) = SEE&,. (3.6) 

Hence, one sees from the definition (3.5) that PJEsIE’s’) is the probability 
of finding the system at the time t in the phase cell (E, s) provided that it 
was initially at t = 0 in the phase cell (E’, s’). 

The processes, occurring here, can now be described in the following way. 
The system, as a result of the sudden change of the external field from 
H + h to H, will be in a non-equilibrium state for t > 0. The non-secular 
perturbation, however, causes quantum transitions between the phase cells 
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and as a consequence this leads to the irreversible change of Ms. In fact, the 
asymptotic approach of the system to statistical equilibrium is a Markov 
process, that is, the probability distribution Pt(EslE’s’) satisfies a linear 
differential equation, the so-called master equation 

+(ES,E’S’) = c W(EsjE”s”) P@“S”lE’S’) - 
E”S” 

- {&W(E”S”lES)} Pt(EsIE’s’) (3.7) 

with the initial condition (3.6). In equation (3.7) W(EslE”s”) is the transition 
probability per unit time from the phase cell (E”, s”) to (E, s). From the 
Dirac time dependent perturbation theory it is easily found that this is 
given to lowest order in the perturbation by 

W(&jE”s”) = 2zSEE” ~ x I<Esaj 211 [E”s”a”>l2. 
p_W(sW) a, .” 

(3.8) 

In the next section the validity of this master equation shall be proved for 
asymptotic times. 

As can readily be seen from (3.8) the following important symmetry re- 
lation is valid 

W(EslE”s”) ,Q+“) = W(E”s”jEs) &). (3.9) 

Moreover, we note that the unperturbed energy Xa is conserved with these 
transitions and hence the system, being initially in a certain energy shell, 
will always stay in it. Thus, we have 

P~(EslE’s’) = BEE,P~(EsIEs’). (3.10) 

The quantity in (3.8) can now be considered as the matrix elements of an 
operator W. Then the master equation (3.7) together with the initial con- 
ditions (3.6) can readily be solved formally. The result is 

Pt(EslE’s’) = {epQt}E,, E’~’ (3.11) 

with 
Q(EsIE’s’) = dEEE, [8,,( x W(Es”jEs’)-W(EsJEs’)]. (3.12) 

S” 

Inserting this into the autocorrelation function (3.4) we obtain 

W&f&) >> 

Owing to the property 

and the assumption that W(EsjEs’) is an irreducible matrix, it can easily 

= g ET p(s’) s .s’ {e-Rt}Es, Esr. 

, , 
(3.13) 

2 O(EslEs’) = 0 (3.14) 
8 
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be shown that 

kf-4 2 
lim 043M3(t)B = Trl C PE <S3% 
t-tm E 

(3.15) 

in which formula <S~>E is the microcanonical average of S3 with respect 
to the unpertmbed Hamiltonian .X0 

<.53>E = c f%(S) s/f% (3.16) 
s 

and where PE is the number of microscopic states in the energy shell E 

PE = z P&). (3.17) 
s 

Since the change of the external magnetic field at t = 0 is taken to be small, 
we may suppose that the system is not very far from its equilibrium state. 
As a consequence the expression 

C SQ (EsjEs’) 
s 

may be expanded up to the linear term in the deviation of s’ from its equili- 

brium value 
C sQ(EslEs’) = I’(s’ - <S3)~). (3.18) 
s 

In general the quantity I’ is still a function of the energy shell E. The auto- 
correlation function (3.13) reduces with the aid of (3.14) and the approxi- 
mation (3.18) simply to 

<M3M3(4 >> = +!$ [z PE<S3>$ + 2 {z P&)s2- PE 63%) e-“]. (3.19) 
8 

It is now anticipated that r depends very little on E and consequently this 
dependency shall be neglected here. Accordingly instead of (3.19) we obtain 

@f3M3(t)> = kPO)2 [< <%>E> f {<si> - < <s3%} e-“1. (3.20) 

Moreover the spin-spin relaxation time TS, defined as 78 E r-1, can readily 
be evaluated from equation (3.18). By multiplying this with s’ .~E(s’) and 
summing over E and s’, one obtains 

2 ~j&‘)S’s’~(Es~Es’) 
E, s, s’ 

Tr 1 
. (3.21) 

It is shown in the appendix with the help of equilibrium theory that the 
quantity (( <Sa>L)) in a good approximation is given by 

(3.22) 
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Furthermore the second factor on the right hand side of (3.21) can also 
be written in the following form 

x pus .s’Q(Es(Es’) m 
E, s, s’ 

Tr 1 
- + s dT <[[s3> fl;I(~)l, flIIls3> (3.23) 

0 

with 
&@&) = eiHoTih &Or1 e-iXaTilt, (3.24) 

In deriving formula (3.23) we have made use of the Fourier representation 
of the a-function and of the fact that the integrand in it is an even function 
of t. Combining the formulae (3.22) and (3.23) with (3.21) yields finally 
after some algebra for the relaxation time 

where the quantity HF, 886 is defined as 

(3.26) 

Comparing the expression (3.25) with 

TC = h2 G%> /;dT <L[S3, ff;I(G ~11lS3>> (3.27) 

which is derived by C as per s in lowest order of the non-secular perturba- 
tion for the spin-spin relaxation time, one finds 

(3.28) 

4. Derivation of the master equation. This section shall be devoted to the 
derivation of the equation (3.13) in the formalism of Kubo and Tomita. 
Moreover, from this treatment it will be seen under what conditions and 
for which times the master equation can be justified. 

In order to evaluate the autocorrelation function, this can be expanded 
in the non-secular perturbation in the following way, as have been shown 
among others by Kubo and Tomita. 

aJ43; ~;I(tl), &#2), ..*, X&J]?2 M,>>, (4.1) 
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where the notation for the n-th commutator 

[M3; &I(h), .&(a -a*> ~;&n)ln = 

= K... KM3, *;I(h)l> ~&!)I, . ..I> ~&)I (4.2) 

has been used for convenience. In terms of the unperturbed eigenfunctions 
(3.2) formula (4.1) can readily be written as 

with 

/dtl Id&... j-dtfi 

0 0 0 

I: @scrl [S3; &I(h)> ~;&z), . ..> ~&)1n IEscG. (4.4) 
cz 

Before considering the general term in (4.3) we shall first investigate the 
lowest order terms. It can simply be seen that the term n = 1 vanishes. 
Since the integrand of the second order term depends on the time difference 
tl - t2, one obtains by introducing in it the new variables ri = tl, ~1 = 
tl - tz and explicitly writing it out in the representation jEsa> 

t 7’1 

Tj2'(Es) = - $ s s dri dri 

0 0 

2 (s - s’) C l<Escrl 2f11 JE's'd>I2 cos 
(E - 01 . h (4 q 

E', s’ c(, cd 

In contrast to the Zeeman energy, which possesses a discrete eigenvalue 
spectrum, although with tremendous degeneration, the energy levels of the 
unperturbed Hamiltonian YEa are lying, due to the secular interaction, very 
densely together constituting a quasi-continuous spectrum. The order of 
the distance between two neighbouring levels of ~?a, designated by SEo, 
is proportional to N-i, so that for sufficiently large systems we can restrict 
ourselves to times, with 

t < h/GEo. 

Under this condition the summation over the energy in 
placed by an integration. Mathematically this is achieved 

(4.6) 

(4.5) can be re- 
by studying the 

expression (4.5) in the limit of N --f 00, while the distance between the spins 
is kept constant. Consequently the recurrence time of the spin system is 
thus taken to be infinitely large. 

Moreover, if 6E1 denotes an energy interval, over which the variations 
of the function C I<Esal 211 IE’s’d>!z with E and E’ are small, then for 

CL, a’ 
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times, satisfying 

t > h/6El (4.7) 

we may replace the integration bound ri in (4.5) by 00, so that we obtain 

M 

Tj”‘(Es) = - ; c 1 d7 1 dE’ ~0s (E -- E’)T (s _ q 
s’ 

0 

z (<Esal XII IE’.fa’)I2. 
a, CL’ 

(4.8) 

This asymptotic time approximation is justified under the condition 

L Q [- 5 / d7 1 dE’ cos (E ; E’)T (s-s’) 
6El 

0 

-’ ~2l,l<Esal~II lE’s’a’>12 
1 

(4.9) 

that is, the relaxation time of the system has to be much larger than the 
characteristic time h/SEl. After multiplication of the integrand in (4.9) with 
s and taking the trace over it, one can obtain an estimation of A/6E1 by 
evaluating the correlation time of this quantity. The condition (4.9) is 
indeed fulfilled if the unperturbed Hamiltonian 20 is large compared to 
the non-secular term. Hence, the asymptotic approximation is valid provi- 
ded either the external field H or the exchange interaction is strong. 

With the aid of the well-known formula 

f=dt cos xt = nS(x) 
0 

(4.10) 

the expression (4.8) can be rewritten in the following form after some alge- 
braic manipulations 

Tj2)(Es) = -t C ,oE(s’)s’Q(EsIEs’), (4.11) 
8, 

where O(EslEs’) is defined by equation (3.12). 
Our aim is now to investigate the behaviour of the autocorrelation 

function (4.3) for times, satisfying the conditions (4.6) and (4.7), that is 

A/6El < t < h/GEo. (4.12) 

Instead of considering the diagonal matrix element Ti2)(Es), we could have 
studied in general the expression 

T~2)(EsalE’s’a’) = 
t t1 

1 
_-p 

t22 s s 
dtl dtz 0%~ I[Ss; ~;I(tl)~;I(t2)]21E’s’a’>. (4.13) 

0 0 
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Writing this out in the representation IEscc) yields 

Tj2)(Es~IE’s’d) = 
t t1 

= - +; dtl s s dt2 C <Escrj 211 1E”s”a”). <E”s”cc”~ ZIIiE’s’d). 
E” SW a” , 3 

Equation (4.14) is a sum over a very large number of terms, which will tend 
to cancel each other, if <Esal f <E’s’cr’l, since the matrix elements 
<ESZ S11 ~E”s”d’> are complex numbers with wildly varying phases. Be- 
cause of this random phase assumption the non-diagonal elements may be 
discarded in a good approximation, that is 

T;“‘(EscrlE’s’c/) = T~‘)(Es~~Es~)SEE,G~~,G~L~,. (4.15) 

A similar assumption has been used by Van Haves) to derive the master 
equation in terms of the unperturbed eigenstates in the limit of weak 
coupling. It is the so-called &singularity property of the perturbation. 

By means of the equation (4.15) we may now write for the 2n-th order 
term of (4.4) 

F @SE IL.53; %,;d, &(te),d k(t3), &&)ld . ..lzn.cz lE@ (4.16) 

where the subscript d indicates that we only keep the diagonal elements in 
the representation IEscr) of the operator between the brackets. Since (4.16) 
is only a function of the time differences tl - tz, t3 - t4, .., and tzn_1-t2n, 
the new variables 

Tl=tl-t2, T2=i$-t4, . . . . Tn=t2n-~-t2n, 7i=tl, 7i=t3, . . . . T;1.=t2n-1 

can be introduced, so that equation (4.16) reduces to 

Tj’“‘(Es) = (-$&)” S d-ri i’dTr ..Y”~~~d,: rdT% 

0 0 0 

5 <Es4 L.53; &I(v) ZII]~ *;1(72) :I& . ..12n.d lE=>. (4.17) 

As we are interested in times satisfying the condition (4.12), one obtains 
by using the asymptotic time integration in equation (4.17) 

co Co M 

F <Es4 [s3; &I, k,, &72) XI&Z . ..]2n.d IEscc> (4.18) 
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or explicitly writing it out in the representation jEsu> and application of 
formula (4.10) 

n c ii$Escr IEdW1)) 
c(, {SC*‘, a(‘)} 

with 

jj(EsWu(l) IEsGVuW) . . . _tj(EsWuW IEs(n)&))+) (4.19) 

&EsalEs’cr’)=2~c [S,,r C l<Esal ZI1 jEs”a”>l2--(Esccl~11IEs’o;‘)/2]. (4.20) 

In equation (4.19) the summation is taken over the whole set of quantum 
numbers (s(i), E(Q), i = 1 . . . n. 

A second random phase assumption has yet to be made in the expression 

(4.19), namely the quantity .~(EscLIE’s’c/) between two definite phase cells 
(E, s) and (E’, s’) shall also be a wildly varying function of the microscopic 
quantum numbers a and cz’, so that we can replace the factors in (4.19) by 
their averages. In doing so we get 

Tj’“‘(Es) = ; n z L?(EsjEs(l)) 
{S(i)) 

Q(Es(l) 1 ES@)). . .i2(Es(n-l) IEs(n))p&@)) s(n) (4.21) 

in which formula Q(EsIEs’) is given by (3.12). Inserting this into equation 
(4.3) yields for the autocorrelation function for asymptotic times 

Q(Es(l) lEs(Q) . . . Lt(Edn-1) IEdn)) p&(n)) s(n) .S 

which is precisely formula (3.13) in matrix notation. 

(4.22) 

From the experimental point of view this long time behaviour corre- 
sponds to the so-called relaxation or low frequency band. Resonance phe- 
nomena, which are also found in parallel fields, are strongly connected with 
terms that have been here neglected due to the asymptotic time integrations. 
These terms are clear manifestations of the non-markovian character of 
the approach of the spin system to statistical equilibrium. They will be 
further investigated in a subsequent paper. 

5. Discussion. Several authors among whom Caspers6) and Hart- 
mann and Ander sons), have recently evaluated the spin-spin relaxation 
time, thereby finding different results. The relaxation time, computed by 
Hartmann and Anderson is identical to our result. In their more phe- 
nomenological derivation they suppose that the Zeeman energy and the 
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secular interaction constitutes two different statistical systems, each 
describable by a temperature, that is the density matrix is assumed to be 
in the high temperature approximation of the form 

&) = 1 - %‘,/kTz - ePI/kTI. (5.1) 

However, it is not at all obvious under what conditions this assumption is 
justified. Moreover, their derivation is not valid in the case of zero external 
field. From our point of view (5.1) can well be understood in the following 
way. The long time behaviour of the density matrix, being only a function 
of the macro observables E and Sa, can be expanded in the high temperature 
limit up to the linear order in these variables, provided the system is not far 
from statistical equilibrium. Instead of E and Ss one may also use of course 
the quantities Xr and Sa to characterize the phase cells. With this one 
obtains directly 

p(t) = 1 - 4) s3 - #)~I (5.2) 

which for the case of H # 0 is equivalent to the assumption (5.1) and where 
the changes of the coefficients a(t) and p(t), being functions of the time t, are 
caused by transitions between the different phase cells due to a pertur- 
bation viz. the non secular term. 

The theory of C as per s, whose final result disagrees with ours, is also 
based on the formalism of K ub o and Tomi t a. His starting point is equa- 
tion (4. l), representing the expression of the autocorrelation function in a 
perturbation series of the non-secular interaction. In order to study the 
asymptotic behaviour of this function, however, he does not consider it 
like us in the representation diagonalizing the unperturbed Hamiltonian 
#a, but writes it out explicitly in the representation of the total Hamil- 
tonian A%‘. Hence 

with 

kPo)2 
W3443(0> = 7jF- [;r: (S3)9, + fwl 

a 

(54 

W) = X 7& ,,,( ’ )” s’dtlfdt2... j+iltn 

0 0 0 

c (C.53; &I(h)> z;I(t2)> .*.> ~;I(hJln),, (S3Jy, (54 
UfY 

and where CL, y are the eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian. Subsequently 
the s-th commutator is divided into a part proportional to S3 and the 
remaining part Tn, which are called respectively the principal diagonal and 
non-diagonal part 

r.53; =@&l), &#2), *.*, &&n)ln = 

= g&14; h-k; . . . . t,-1--t,) &+Tn(h, tz, . . . . tn) (5.5) 
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where g,(tl-tz; . . . . t,_1-tt,) is a c-number. The assumption, which is now 
made is that the non-diagonal parts T,, inserted in (5.4) can be neglected 
in the case of the presence of a large magnetic field with respect to the long 
time behaviour of the autocorrelation function. Here lies the difference with 
our derivation. 

In our opinion there are no physical reasons to ascribe the contributions 
of these terms T, for the greater part to the resonance processes, as is done 
by Caspers. Moreover one could, since the splitting (5.5) is independent 
of any representation, substitute this into the expression (4.1). From the 
definition of T, it follows that 

Tr SaT, = 0. (5.6) 

Consequently one would find by the same derivation for the asymptotic 
behaviour of the autocorrelation function 

((M&Is(t))) = X0 e@“c//3. (5.7) 

The expression (5.7), however, does not represent the correct behaviour of 
isolated spin systems, because as can be seen thermodynamically the auto- 
correlation function has to reach a non-zero value equal to (~0 - X,)/p, 
where X, is the adiabatic susceptibility. We shall return to this point in a 
future paper. 
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APPENDIX 

It will be shown in this appendix that the following equality holds to a 
good approximation 

where we have made use of the relation 

Tr 1 =fpEdE 

in writing out the normalized trace. 
Let us consider the average value ((A >> of a physical quantity A. Obviously 

it can also be written as 

<A> = SP_&A>EdE /j-PEa. (A. 2) 

The micro-canonical average <A>E, being a smooth function of the energy, 
can now be expanded in powers of the difference (E - E). As a consequence 
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we obtain up to the second order in (E - B) for the expression 

((A > = IPE [ cA>~ + (E-2) F + *(E-e@2 ‘s] dE / IpsdE = 

= <A>E + ii (C@$>> - B2) 
c?~<A>~ 

aEz . (A. 3) 

Here i? is the average energy 

B = / p&dE//pEdE = <&o>>. (A. 4) 

The expansion of <A>E is allowed, because the density distribution of the 
energy levels is a sharply peaked function around i? with a width proportional 
to Nb, whereas in general <A>E is varying little over this region. Since ac- 
cording to (A. 4) E vanishes, equation (A. 3) reduces simply to 

We may now apply this general formula to 

Moreover, this equation can be simplified with the aid of 

<S3Zl)>e = <s3>,s = 0 

to the form 

In a similar way it can be derived that 

Furthermore, application of (A. 5) gives for 

<S3B = G3)5 + 8 vG>> 
a2<s3)E 
aiP . 

(A. 5) 

(A. 6) 

(A. 7) 

(A. 8) 

(A* 9) 

Owing to the fact, that equation (A. 9) is zero, one finds instead of (A. 8) 

(A. 10) 

Combining the formulae (A. 7) and (A. 10) leads readily to the desired re- 
sult (A. 1). 
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